
Three simple steps to reduce 
printing costs and improve profit 
for small business
Capture, Monitor, Control



Printed documents can cost a lot of money. 
Printer, supply and hardware costs can add up 
quickly, impacting the bottom line. 

The Fuji Xerox Office Printing Habits Report found that printing 
costs can account for up to four per cent of revenue for 90  

per cent of SMEs. For a business turning over $800,000 per 

annum, that’s $32,000 a year! 

While managing and reducing overheads is a top priority for 

any small business, you may be surprised to learn that two in 

three SME employers are unaware of their print costs . 

If you’re involved in managing print costs, it’s important to 

know what steps you can take to help manage them and build  

a better business. 

This guide will outline what you need to know about printing 

costs and explain how you can keep them under control.

Learn how to:

• Determine who is printing what and how often so you can 
pinpoint unnecessary printing costs

• Produce reports easily and regularly to provide a clear and 
accurate picture of printing activity

• Introduce simple changes to your company’s print policy 

that can save the business money

Who is this guide for?

Anyone in charge of managing printing costs or usage in a SME, 

including:

• Business owners

• Office managers

• Financial controllers

Introduction

1. The cost of the device: This will either be an  
up-front hardware investment in a printer or a 
regular monthly rental fee. 

2. The cost of consumables: This includes the cost of 
ink, toner and paper. 

3. The cost of maintenance: In addition to 
service fees, there’s a ‘soft’ cost associated with 
maintenance. Every time a staff member spends 
20 minutes resolving a technical issue, the business 
loses time and money. 

If not managed correctly, these costs can compound 
over time to become a substantial drain on office budgets.
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Printing costs explained

The total cost of printing is made up of three main 
elements: 

If you’re involved in managing 
print costs, it’s important to 
know what steps you can take 
to help manage them and build 
a better business. 

Printing  
Cost 

Elements
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Three steps to reducing printing costs
Step 1 – Capture
Identify who is printing what and how often

The first step in effectively managing printing costs is to identify 
where they are coming from. 

Keeping track of who is printing what and when is critical, but 
it can be a daunting task. If there are more than a handful of 
staff, several floors or members of the team working flexible 
hours, it’s easy to miss the visual cues of excessive or costly 
printing habits (such as someone waiting at the printer for 10 
minutes or walking around with piles of printed pages).

One of the best ways to accurately capture printing activity is to 
use so-called ‘follow-me’ printing technology, which uses  
third-party software that is installed with the printer. It holds a 
print job at the printer until the employee physically prompts 
the device to print by entering a code or using a swipe card. 

This means that each job can be tracked back to an individual, 
department or even client or job code. It also affords staff the 
convenience of collecting their prints from any device on the 
network, reducing time wasted going to and from the printer.  
At Fuji Xerox Printers, we call this Tap ‘n’ Go printing. 

Capturing details on printing habits is an important starting 
point for identifying unnecessary printing costs and keeping 
them under control. 

Incorporating cost recovery software with Tap ‘n’ Go 
technology can take print management to the next level. Cost 
recovery software will allow the business to accurately charge 
printing costs back to clients or departments based on job codes 
entered into the device. 

Buyer Tips:

• Look for a device that can incorporate an affordable 
‘follow-me’ printing function. Traditionally, this has 
been out of reach for SMEs as it has historically relied 
on using expensive server software. At Fuji Xerox 
Printers, we have re-engineered this technology to 
make it affordable for smaller businesses. The SMART 
Series range can connect up to five printers on a 
network without the need for server software.  

• Capturing information on printing activity can be 
achieved in a number of ways: using a PIN, security 
card, basic software within the device or more 
sophisticated software that lives on the network. Work 
with your IT or printer provider to determine the best 
method for your business. 

• Add cost recovery software and your finance manager 
will love you for it. The Fuji Xerox Smart Series printers 
offer a range of affordable cost recovery software, 
ideal for small business. 

Capturing details on printing 
habits is an important 
starting point for identifying 
unnecessary printing costs and 
keeping them under control. 
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Three steps to reducing printing costs 
Step 2 – Monitor
Generate regular printing reports quickly and easily to 
provide a clear break-down of activity

Once you’re able to capture details on who is printing what 
and when, producing an activity report will provide valuable 
insights into the business’ printing habits and trends. 

Printing activity reports can offer an overview of print volumes, 
colour versus mono pages, the cost per page, and the name 
of documents printed for a specified period. You may also 
be able to organise information by date, printer, employee, 
department or client code. Once you understand the business’ 
requirements, you can create custom reports to provide a 
better understanding of printer usage.

These reports will allow you to silently monitor behaviour. 
Using the report findings, you can develop a suitable print 
policy and establish a benchmark from which to improve. 

Generating a regular and accurate activity report 
can help to manage printing costs by:

• Identifying usage trends to establish whether or not you 
have the right printer controls, settings and policies in place. 

• Highlighting sudden changes in printing activity. In the event 
of an increase or decrease, a conversation with your printer 
provider can help to determine if you’re using the most cost-
effective option for the team’s needs. 

• Keep track of printing costs as they occur. This avoids nasty 
surprises at the end of the financial year and allows you to 
quickly implement simple changes to help prevent the office 
from blowing the print budget.

• Making staff and departments responsible and accountable 
for their printing costs, which usually results in them self-
regulating unnecessary printing. 

The frequency at which you produce printing activity reports 
will depend on the business’ requirements. Aligning reports 
with internal billing or stock taking cycles can provide timely 
and accurate costs for financial reporting and accounting. 
Remember, the more often you generate a printing activity 
report, the more visibility you will have over printing costs. 

There are a number of monitoring and reporting options 
available, which can be confusing. Working closely with your IT 
or printer provider can help to determine which solution best 
suits your business’ needs.

Capturing and monitoring printing 
behaviour can: 

• Cut personal and unnecessary printing as employees 
will automatically begin to self-regulate their 
behaviour when they know they’re being monitored. 
This means they’ll likely stop printing multiple copies 
of the same document or using company resources for 
printing concert tickets, recipes or family photos. 

• Eliminate paper and toner waste as documents that 
aren’t collected are never printed. In some cases, 
these can be automatically deleted at the end of  
the day. 

• Shrink office overheads by making it easier to charge 
print jobs back to clients or departments. 

• Determine if the right printers are being used. 
For example, you may find the sales team is using 
the colour printer for contracts and confirmation 
emails, rather than just proposals and presentations. 
Unnecessary colour printing can be a significant cost 
to the business and your printer provider can usually 
provide a solution to address it. 

• Reduce the time staff waste on the printer. If their 
nearest device is busy or out of action, documents can 
be sent to another printer for collection. Time is money 
and these small efficiency gains add up. 

Once you understand the 
business’ requirements, you 
can create custom reports to 
provide a better understanding 
of printer usage.
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Implement simple cost-cutting changes to the print 
policy that will help save the business money 

The office print policy is an important part of controlling printing 
costs and usage. It is a set of guidelines that stipulates the 
expectations, rules and behaviours for office printing. It explains 
procedures for black and white versus colour printing, double 
versus single sided printouts and personal printing.

The absence of a print policy can give rise to unproductive 
attitudes about printing, which ultimately drive up printing costs. 
If nobody’s watching, some may think it’s acceptable to print  
50 family photographs or print in colour whenever they want. 

Using the insights you’ve gleaned from capturing and monitoring 
print behaviour, you can introduce changes to the print policy 
that can deliver significant cost savings for the business.

A comprehensive print policy will include:

1.  Printing rules and defaults

Implementing simple office printing rules and guidelines can 
begin to immediately lower office costs simply by reducing waste. 
Rules around personal and colour printing and big print jobs can 
help to reduce the creation of unnecessary documents, saving 
money on toner, paper and electricity. 

These rules may be enforced through manually updating default 
settings on the devices (restricting one sided or colour printing), 
staff training and encouraging a broader office awareness of costs. 

Modern printers will allow you to apply automatic defaults and 
rules to all office devices. For example, the Fuji Xerox SMART 
Series can incorporate add-on technology that automatically 
analyses each document by size, quality and colour requirements 
and sends it to the most cost-effective device. 

2.  Access control guidelines

Setting limits on monthly print volumes and which person, 
workgroup or department can access colour printing can cap 
printing costs. Using the information provided by regular activity 
reports, you can accurately forecast printing requirements. 

By making staff or workgroups responsible for their own printing 
and copying costs, you can take control of the office’s printing 
habits and affect a company-wide behavioural shift that will 

reduce printing costs for good. 

3.  Policies for reclaiming printing costs

A comprehensive print policy will include details on how charges 

are passed back to clients or workgroups and at what rate. This 

can be developed in conjunction with the finance manager. 

Flexible cost control solutions allow you to keep track of printing 

as it happens, with the device either counting up and tallying 

print jobs along the way, or counting down to limit the  release 

of print jobs to a pre-approved or pre-paid cost. This is a handy 

capability for a business that has different print rules for each 

department or level of management. 

Working closely with your MPS provider will help you determine 

the best value software solution to enable these controls, and 

also ensures that all of the devices that are being managed will 

be included in the control process.

Three steps to reducing printing costs
Step 3 – Control

Fuji Xerox SMART Series can 
incorporate add-on technology 
that automatically analyses 
each document by size,  
quality and colour requirements 
and sends it to the most  
cost-effective device. 
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To learn how you can better control your printing costs and improve your bottom line,  

speak to a Fuji Xerox Printers representative today.

Australia   www.fujixeroxprinters.com.au   |  1300 793 769  
New Zealand   www.fujixeroxprinters.co.nz   |   0800 993 763

Your next step

Fuji Xerox Printers is a leader in printing and document technology, committed to helping  
small to medium businesses find a printing and document management device that saves money  
and time, and improves efficiencies.  

We provide a vast range of high quality printers and multifunction devices with the freedom of mobility,  
so you have greater control of documents, costs and productivity. 

Our business partners help businesses of all sizes, including those working from a small home office  
find the right document management solution. 

Join our community:

The new SMART Series devices from Fuji Xerox Printers incorporate the smart 
software often found in large and complex photocopiers, in a small, desktop 

multi-function printer.

Designed for small business, they are a powerful desktop solution at a value 

price point that features integrated technology to help your team work faster 

and smarter.

About the SMART Series range


